
GeoMedia Smart Client 2014 SP2 Issues Resolved

 CR # Product Summary Visibilty Type Description / How to Reproduce Type Opened By Issues for 

Support

1 1-85CSKX GeoMedia 

Smart Client

Client Status Bar 

Coordinates Incorrectly 

Formatted

External The user has noted that the projected coordinates listed in the Status Bar are:

(a) Formatted with degree, minute and second markers as if the coordiantes are geographic

(b) Listed in Y, X order

(c) Coordinate readouts do not seem to change by selecting a different coordinate system in the client.

Product Defect PGSMITH

2 1-8KK1RP GeoMedia 

Smart Client

Certain Polygon Geometry 

Containing Many Dense 

Vertices Fail To Validate or 

Display

External User has noted that certain GeoMedia Access warehouse geometries fail to display in GMSC.  In the data given the 

problem is manifested in circles which at some point were stroked to very dense vertices in polygon geometries.

When the feature is added in Administrator (using From Database option OR Single Feature) the feature fails the "Test 

Settings" option.  Looking at the Admin log we see the following:

****

"System.FormatException: 24306: The Polygon input is not valid because the start and end points of the ring are not 

the same. Each ring of a polygon must have the same start and end points."

While the vertices are close (~0.02 m apart), the vertices appear to be well within GeoMedia's spatial tolerance of 

0.0001 m; The geometry passes both GeoMedia Pro and GeoMedia Fusion Validation tests so it appears to be valid.  It 

is not obvious or clear as to why exception 24306 is occurring.

Product Defect PGSMITH

3 1-8NKAL0 GeoMedia 

Smart Client

Conflicting Synchronize 

Client Cache Message 

Causing Confusion

External User has enabled (checked) the option to "Synchronize only current display range" but a message always appears 

stating:

Question:

You are going to synchronize featureclasses prepared for offline data capturing.  Are you sure that you don't want to 

restrict the range of the synchronization?"

This is an odd question as the user has already explicity enabled (checked) the option to "Synchronize only current 

display range"

Enhancement PGSMITH

4 1-8WW2SM GeoMedia 

Smart Client

pixelWidth Error When 

Creating GMSC Image 

Features in GMSC 2014 

(Regression)

External When attempt to create / import image feature class in GMSC 2014 get unexpected error with Admin log file 

reporting that The parameter value must be greater than zero.

Parameter name: pixelWidth.  

In the workflow we import an image feature from Access warehouse, afterwards we that using Test Settings results in 

the following msg:

Unexpected Error

Checking the Admin log file we can see the following entry:

10.02.2014 10:30:03 ERROR - Controller Feature has raised an exception in Action TestSettings.

Intergraph.Emea.Maps.MapSourceQueryException: Cannot perform query on Map Source.

Product Defect PGSMITH
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5 1-8WWSUJ GeoMedia 

Smart Client

Binary Image Output as 

PNG, Get Color Reversal as 

Gray background and White 

Line Art

External User has reported issue displaying binary image data where the GMC client display shows background color as gray 

and the line art as white.  User expected white (not gray) background and black line art.

In testing using the provided data file Tiff_NonGeo.tif, If the image is published using PNG output, we can see the 

image background colors displayed using a gray RGB(239,239,239).  The line art is white, making the image very hard 

to see.

Outputting to JPG format results is slightly better results but problems persist (see also related CR Defects).

Notes:

In the observed data case of the file, TIFF_NonGeo.tif, it is believed that the source image has a photometric tag value 

of 1.

Product Defect PGSMITH

6 1-8WX63E GeoMedia 

Smart Client

Binary Image Output As 

JPG, Background Color 

Darkens As Zoom In

External User has reported issue displaying binary image data where the background color gets darker as the user zooms in. In 

testing using the provided data file Tiff_NonGeo.tif, If the image is published using JPG output, we can see the image 

background colors ranging from RGB(239,239,239) to RGB(214,214,214) as one zooms in closer to larger map scales.

The darkening effect as one zooms closer is not limited to the canvas of the binary image but instead to the entire 

project area when ANY part of the image is within the client project view.  Once the image is out of the view, the 

project view again is displayed in white RGB(255,255,255).

Notes:

In the observed data case of the file, TIFF_NonGeo.tif, it is believed that the source image has a photometric tag value 

of 1.

Product Defect PGSMITH

7 1-8XQF14 GeoMedia 

Smart Client

Publishing of raster 

features using GeoMedia 

WebMap does not work

External GMSC Should Not Use INGR_LICENSE_FILE Registry Key Product Defect PGSMITH
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8 1-8XUWT5 GeoMedia 

Smart Client

Request that table names 

are logged for database 

errors (e.g. with Load From 

Database)

External "Cannot add new features from an Oracle database.  The error message "ORA-01476: Divisor is equal to zero error" is 

returned

Log shows as follows:

14.02.2014 10:36:42 ERROR - Controller Feature has raised an exception in Action LoadFromDatabase.

Intergraph.Emea.SmartClient.Administrator.FeatureConnectionException: ORA-01476: divisor is equal to zero

   at Intergraph.Emea.SmartClient.Administrator.SmartClientAdminHelper.GetFeatureTableMetadata(String 

providerType, String connectionString, String projectId, String coordinateSystemId)

   at Intergraph.Emea.SmartClient.Administrator.FeatureController.LoadFromDatabase(DomainObject data)

   at lambda_method(Closure , ControllerBase , Object[] )"

The cause of the issue was discovered to the result of 1 table out of 55 where a table view had a faulty select clause.  

However to find this error Development had to debug the data set using the GMSC source code, because there was 

no indication of the specific table/view at fault in any of the GMSC log files. As such the customer requests that if in 

the event of errors of this type (from GetFeatureTableMetadata) that the logged output include the table name of 

any features that generated an error.

Enhancement JDMORRIS

9 1-8ZGXIV GeoMedia 

Smart Client

Get Unexpected Error 

When Test settings for 

WMS Feature in 

Administrator

External Used GMSC Admin to create and save WMS feature but if use Test settings, get "Unexpected Error".

The WebMap Log file logs an error (see attachments for GWM_Test_Settings.Log) when using the Test Settings 

option.  If however, the user ignores the error from test settings, the data is correctly displayed in the GMSC project 

view without any errors in the WebMap Log file (see attachments for GWM_Client_Display_WMS.log).

It seems that logic for test settings may be incorrect and makes the user believe that the data cannot be displayed.

Product Defect PGSMITH

10 1-8ZMFRE GeoMedia 

Smart Client

Problems Using GMSC 

Administrator with Internet 

Explorer After Installing 

2014 SP1

External Service Pack 1 for GMSC 2014 may cause problems if using Internet Explorer version 10 as the browser for accessing 

GMSC Administrator.   Using IE 10 with the 2014 SP1 include erratic behavior of GMSC Administrator including form 

field display, inability to access features or inability to login / access the administrative interface.

Users of 2014 SP1 may consider using a browser other than IE 10.  The problem is not seen in Chrome.

Product Defect PGSMITH

11 1-8ZUDS7 GeoMedia 

Smart Client

Translucency Is Not Applied 

To Hatch Component of 

Area Style Legend Entries

External Adding a translucency in the client (right click on legend entry -> Translucency) is not applied to areas with hatch fill. It 

seems the translucency is only applied to the frame / boundary component of the area style.

Product Defect PGSMITH

12 1-9033DG GeoMedia 

Smart Client

Geometry save fails if the 

site name contains a space 

character

External Geometry save fails if the site name contains a space character Product Defect MHOLLER

13 1-905CBM GeoMedia 

Smart Client

Get Unexpected Error 

When Test settings for 

WMS Feature in 

Administrator

External Symbology Editor in Expert Mode anchor point settings for symbol used in line pattern are not saved Product Defect JDMORRIS
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14 1-90EUEI GeoMedia 

Smart Client

Feature level opacity value 

is applied to boundary of an 

area, but not the hatch fill 

of the area

External “A feature has a hatch style with a border. The colors are defined without translucency (opacity=100). This style is 

applied to a feature and in the feature settings the opacity is set to for example 0.5 (bottom of general tab). This 

option only affects line borders. The hatch lines are style there with opacity=1.”

Product Defect JDMORRIS

15 1-90N9AZ GeoMedia 

Smart Client

Copy elements to redlining 

layer supports only point 

selection.

External Customer requests that the Copy Geometries to redline support all feature selection modes.  Customer requires the 

following selection methods for selecting the input feature(s) for the Copy Geometries to redline function:

- Circular Fence

- Polyline Fence

- Rectangular Fence

- Polygonal Fence

- Geometry Fence

- Map Window Extent

It may not be apparent in the GMSC Wiki (ref.  

http://smartclient.intergraph.at/documentation/Redlining#Copy_Geometries) that only point selection is supported 

notes the statement:

   "When the feature class is active, you can select the designated feature(s) by clicking on the feature."

Enhancement PGSMITH

16 1-92O9N3 GeoMedia 

Smart Client

Request ablility to hide 0 

measurement for 

Orthogonal Dimension 

when point is directly on 

baseline

External "Orthogonal dimensioning needs an option to hide the measure (=0) when the point is direcectly on the baseline. 

(checkbox possible)"

Enhancement JDMORRIS

17 1-93TEFH GeoMedia 

Smart Client

 PAN function while 

digitization

External Pan function (middle or left mouse button) while digitizing needed. Enhancement PGSMITH

18 1-95E985 GeoMedia 

Smart Client

Symbology Editor fails to 

load in browser in 

SmartClient 2014

External Symbology Editor fails to load in browser in SmartClient 2014 when administration console is not running on default 

port.. 

Webpage doubles up on port number as can be seen from attached code.

Product Defect MHOLLER

19 1-95JQ76 GeoMedia 

Smart Client

When langauge is Hebrew 

'Change project' dialog is 

partially visible and cannot 

be cancelled

External “When using the GMSC Client application in Hebrew (right to left), the menu of the change project is out of the screen 

range, see attached picture.” 

Product Defect JDMORRIS

20 1-967WWH GeoMedia 

Smart Client

Request ability to share two 

bookmarks with the same 

name (e.g.from two 

different projects)

External Customer wants to have same name for bookmarks in different projects. When adding another bookmark in a 

different project but with the same name the following error appears:

"A bookmark with the same name already exists! Do you want to overwrite the bookmark?"

The database seems to be correctly configured, the unity constraint uses project_id&name (table RPI_PROJECTVIEW).

It should be possible to use the same bookmark name in different projects.

Enhancement JDMORRIS
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21 1-96OEWJ GeoMedia 

Smart Client

Unsuable GMSC link 

created in Windows Start 

menu when logging in using 

customized script

External Context: If customers have their own login validation logic the GMSC session can be started programmatically by an 

ASP.NET script. This has been recommended by the product center as a way to integrate GMSC into enterprise 

environments.

The side effect is that the link GMSC creates in the Windows Start menu will not work in these cirumstances. On one 

hand this is fine because otherwise there would be an unauthorized 'side entrance' to GMSC. On the other hand, the 

customer (understandably) does not like the 'broken link'.

So the request is to handle this situation more gracefully either by automatically not creating unusable links or by 

offering a  'create_link=no' startup option that could be included into the ASP.NET script.

Product Defect CEGRISSE

22 1-96PU80 GeoMedia 

Smart Client

Transparency does not 

work when using ecwp

External Does transparency work in Smartclient when the Images are viewed over ECWP?

Am I doing something wrong or is Transparency not supported in Smartclient?

Product Defect PHUDSON

23 1-96ZH2A GeoMedia 

Smart Client

Print Layout with Legend 

fails if the legend contains 

Redline or Dimension 

features/legend entries

External In the GMSC client application if you attempt to Print a ‘Layout (with Legend)’ where the legend contains Redline or 

Dimension features the print will fail with the message “Your printjob was aborted by an exception!” in the client log 

file.  However the same Layout can be printed successfully without error if the legend does not contain Redline or 

Dimension legend entries.

Product Defect JDMORRIS

24 1-975XV1 GeoMedia 

Smart Client

WGS84 coordinates are 

displayed with an 

unexpected Â character 

before the ° symbol

External "It looks like:

48Â°19'52,42719''  14Â°20'50,12243''

The same is in the result of a point measurement in WGS84.

Confirmed by development."

Product Defect JDMORRIS

25 1-97ENEN GeoMedia 

Smart Client

Line breaks are lost when 

editing text (geometry edit 

and redlining)

External “When editing an existing text (whether it is a text from a feature class or from redlining) the line breaks are lost. It's 

also not possible to add a line break in the edit text window.”

I have confirmed this behavior using client side redlines.  To see the issue create redline text that consists of three 

stacked lines (by pressing Enter after each line to add a line break) so that the text appears like the following in the 

map view.

Line1

Line2

Line3

Now select this text and use the Edit Text option. This will display a text editing dialog with a single line and the line 

breaks will be removed so that the text is displayed as ‘Line1 Line2 Line 3’.  If you click OK and then save the change 

the line breaks are lost so that the text displayed in the map view is now ‘Line1 Line2 Line3’.  

Product Defect JDMORRIS

26 1-97TBPO GeoMedia 

Smart Client

Reserve the left panel width 

after changed by user for 

the rest of the session.

External Left panel width changes between legend and query mode, manual changes are not preserved.

Each panel width change causes a new map refresh. With a lot of features and even more - with a lot of live features 

this always causes a delay.

So the request is to

- preserve the left panel width after changed by user for the rest of the session

Enhancement MMANDR1
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27 1-97Y0IE GeoMedia 

Smart Client

SVG symbol display is 

degraded (blurred and 

dimmed) in GMSC 2014 as 

compared to 2013

External A SR was filed with the summary: “SVG symbols are displayed unsharp/fuzzy” and the description: “SVG symbols are 

displayed unsharp at some scale ranges. In the attachment you can find a svg symbol and two print screens from 

version 13 and 14. In version 13 it was ok, but with version 14 it looks very unsharp. I also added two print screens 

from version 14 at different scales.”

I have reproduced the problem using the provided BAV28.svg file. In fact the problem is evident even in the preview 

of the Symbol Editor in GMSC Administrator.  In GMSC 2013 the edges of the SVG symbol are clearly delineated and 

the color is a deep black.  By contrast in GMSC 2014 the SVG has a blurry appearance and the color is more of a dark 

gray. 

Product Defect JDMORRIS

28 1-9851D2 GeoMedia 

Smart Client

Raster from Access data 

source fails to display with 

‘Internal Server Error!’ - 

status code: 500

External When attempting to display a raster feature in the GMSC client application from an Access database using the native 

GMSC Access data source, the raster fails to display.  When checking the client log file an error like the following is 

shown:

“May 29, 2014 1:46:42 PM SEVERE:  --> [pool-10-thread-1]  

com.intergraph.web.core.data.loader.ParallelFeatureLoader$1.call

java.io.IOException: The server returns the following status code: 500

The server returns an Internal Server Error!”

Product Defect JDMORRIS

29 1-988WVJ GeoMedia 

Smart Client

Symbology Editor fails to 

save style if a trailing space 

is included for the 

DashArray value

External Symbology Editor fails to save the style if a trailing space is inadvertently included as part of the DashArray value.  No 

error is displayed to the user and the save appears to complete successfully so the changes made to the style can be 

lost without the knowledge of the user. 

However an error is logged to the SmartClientAdmin.log file when the save fails with messages like the following:

“ERROR - Controller Symbology has raised an exception in Action SaveSymbology.  

Intergraph.Emea.SmartClient.Administrator.InvalidUploadFileException: Invalid Symbology file.”

Product Defect JDMORRIS

30 1-98IUW1 GeoMedia 

Smart Client

Print Layout Editor: Color 

and Linewidth are not 

saved for Mapcross-Settings

External A customer filed a SR with the Summary “Print Layout Editor: Color and line width are not saved” and the description 

“It's possible to add Mapcrosses to the Mapwindow in the Print Layout Editor. But it's not possible to change the 

Linewidth and the Color of the Mapcrosses. I also tried to change it manually, but I couldn't find the settings in the 

XML-File.”

Product Defect JDMORRIS
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31 1-98PA3V GeoMedia 

Smart Client

Problems with Copy 

Feature and Associated 

Queries

External The following problems may be related hence the combined report.

Problem 1:

Assignment of Query to A Copied Feature, assigns the query to the source feature.

Workflow:

1. Open GMSC Administration console.

2. Define or select a feature which has NO query defined.

3. Copy the feature (Copy feature > Copy(detail)).

4. Switch to the Query tab in the copied feature and define and save a query.

Observation:  The query is NOT saved for the new feature... Unfortunately, it is saved in the original feature!

Problem 2:

The Copy Feature command fails to copy an existing query to the target copied feature.

Workflow:

1. Open GMSC Administration console.

2. Define or select a feature which has a query defined/associated.

3. Copy the feature (Copy feature > Copy(detail)).

4. Switch to the Query tab in the copied feature.

Observation:  The query is NOT output to the copied feature.

Product Defect PGSMITH

32 1-98SNFF GeoMedia 

Smart Client

Raster shape in OverView 

distorted when data source 

is GMWAccess and Feature 

Loader is Live

External “If a Raster is used as Overview in combination with data source GWMAccess and live data the Overview is displayed 

distorted.

Raster Oveview is displayed correctly if raster data is published.

Please see attached description and if needed test data”

Product Defect JDMORRIS

33 1-98WL8D GeoMedia 

Smart Client

radio button (datatype 

string) containing spaces is 

not working

External A customer wants to save the value from a radio button into his varchar field in the database. 

The LOV for the FormField is defined like this:

lov="LIST[A Testen;BTest en; C Test]"

When the values are submitted to the database all space characters are ignored.  The customer wishes to have the 

possibilty to define free designed text (including spaces).

Customer is using MS SQL, region has reproduced using Oracle.

Product Defect PGSMITH

34 1-9A94QI GeoMedia 

Smart Client

A symbology defined with a 

dasharray value from a 

database file fails to display

External “I have a customer that defined a symbology for a geometry collection. The data contains a VARCHAR data field with 

the value for a dasharray (for example '5 5'). The symbology now should use the value from the database for the 

dasharray. If a simple symbology for a geometry collection is defined and the attribute (in my test case 

LSTRICHLIERUNG) is set as database value for dasharray, the style seems to be saved correctly (see attached xml), but 

if you reopen the style editor the dasharray value is empty. Also in the client I get an error information that the 

attribute is missing and the database values are not applied (line is drawn without dasharray).”

Product Defect JDMORRIS

35 1-9C09ED GeoMedia 

Smart Client

Search tooltips use query 

name instead of query 

description - should use 

query description

External GMSC uses the query name for tooltips in the search controls (see screenshot below for example).  This makes the 

tooltip redundant as it offers no additional value.  It would be very helpful if the tooltip would use the query 

DESCRIPTION instead.  That way, we could have a short, concise query name and provide the user with some more 

detail in the description via the tooltips.

Enhancement FRMAK
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